Decision Making in the Tea Leaves Diseases Detection Using Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Method
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ABSTRACT

The tea plants (Camellia Sinensis) are small tree species that use leaves and leaf buds to produce tea harvested through a monoculture system. It is an agriculture practice to cultivate one type of crop or livestock, variety or breed on a farm annually. Moreover, the emergence of pests, pathogens and diseases cause serious damages to tea plants significantly to its productivity and quality to optimum worst. All parts of the tea plant such as leaves, stems, roots, flowers and fruits are exposed to these harm lead to loss of yield until 10% per year. The intensity of these attacks vary greatly on particular climate, the degree slope and the plant material used. Therefore, this study analyzes tea leaves as a common part used in recipes to create unique taste and flavor in tea production, especially in agro-industry. The decision making method used is Fuzzy Mamdani Inference as one of model with functional hierarchy with initial input based on established criteria. Fuzzy logic will provide tolerance to the set of value, so that small changes will not result in significant category differences, only affect the membership level on the variable value. Previous method using probabilities have shown 78% tea leaves have been attacked by category C (Gray Blight) while using Mamdani indicated 86% of tea leaves have been infected. In this case, this result pointed out that Fuzzy Mamdani Inferences have more optimal result compare to the previous method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today the development of IT has been so rapid, not limited to the development of hardware and software, but also the computing method such as the decision-making system. It is a branch of science that its concept lies and used frequently between IS and AI field. The ability to quickly decide on particular theme based on context, right on target and accountable is the critical factor to be success in the global competition. Having a lot of information is not sufficient, if not able to do decision-making properly such as alternative identification, weight the evidence and reviewing scheme. Prior to choose among alternatives, several criterions should be established first, in which it should be able to answer important question about how well an alternative can solve a problem at hand. Using step-by-step decision-making system can help to make more informed assessment by organizing relevant information in proper structure and systematically. In the end, the organization often struggle from the after effect of an incident which may create damage and harm to the reputation, finances and worker performances [13].
Tea is a beverage made by steeping leaves in boiling water, which low-grown teas are produce from 0-600m, mid-grown from 600-1,200m while the high-grown teas are cultivated between 1,200-2,000m [1]. Meanwhile, the tea plant needs a hot, moist climate with its specific requirements are ranging temperatures from 10-30°C, minimum annual precipitation of 1250 mm, preferably acidic soils and ideally 0.5-10 degree slopes [2]. Most of the tea world production based on FAO 2013’s report is produced (thousand tons) in Far East (3,965.6/78.31%), which majority is in China (Mainland), India, Sri Lanka, Vietnam and Indonesia, then in Africa (649.5/12.82%) that is mostly in Kenya and Uganda, followed by Near East (253.5/5%), Latin Caribbean (95/2%), Japan (84.7/1.6%) and Oceania (6.5/0.1%) [2]. Furthermore, many of the pests, pathogens and diseases that affect the tea plan, in which it was recorded that 1034 species of arthropod (mostly from butterflies and moth), 82 species of nematode or parasite, more than 400 of fungal and several species of bacteria and algae [3]. The three most serious tea plant disease are camellia dieback and canker, flower light and root rot [4]. The biggest challenge for tea growers nowadays, is to produce tea without pesticide residues by growing tea in environments less favorable to pests and diseases, which may not be always possible [5]. Alternatively, it could be through choosing pesticides with low interference or by applying pesticides according to economic threshold [3], [5]. The quality of leaves, buds, fruit, flowers, and soil are vibrant to grow in which their aromas and tastes are impacted by the rainfalls percentage, concentration of secondary metabolite compounds and farmer resilience management [6].

Previous research [7] has undertaken research in diagnosing leaf diseases and tea pests by using Naïve Bayesian probabilities and Backward Chaining to produce accurate scores. Thus, this paper want to explore further the diagnose process by conducting other AI technique, which is fuzzy logic system by Mamdani Method (Min-Max Inference). Actually, this technique is quite popular among academician in which many researches had been done in various theme and disparate topics such as prediction of representative deformation modulus of tunnels, dams and mining structure [8], modeling of water movement in non-saturated soil [9], classification of toddler nutritional status [10], modelling auto zoom function in digital camera [11], delimitation of rural and urban areas on advanced cartographic visualization [12], even specific microcontroller of ARM Cortex-M4 STM32F407VG [38] and many more. The development from the scratch or adding some function to the existing software will collide with the fast development of software capabilities in software industry, which increase significantly through time to time as the result of tight competition in the market [19], [27-28]. In the context of awareness, person should have the adaptability as their preparation to fit with occurring changes or unexpected circumstances [21], [30-32]. The advantages for using fuzzy logic control (FLC) is because the understandability, flexibility, modelling of non-linear and complex function, development of expert system, collaboration with conventional control techniques and based exclusively on natural language

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The paper work by Zadeh [14] on fuzzy algorithms present the new concept of formulating the control algorithm through logical rules involving a series of fuzzy conditional statement, which stated that if a set of conditions are fulfilled then a set of consequences can be inferred. In FLC terminology, a fuzzy control rule play the role of antecedent, which is a condition in the application domain and the consequent is the control action for a controlled system. The inputs of a system based on fuzzy rules must be provided by the fuzzy sets for adjustment in fuzzification of the crisp inputs and vice versa for the outputs. Normally, fuzzy logic is used to translate quantities expressed in linguistics, such as vehicle speed declared categorically, which are slow, quick, fast and turbo. It can also be used to provide the degree to which a value is true and false. Thus, this approach has advantages over the results related to human cognitive traits, especially in situations that involves the formation of concept, the recognition of pattern and decision-making in uncertain or unclear environments [20].

In general, the FLC system consists of four main parts namely fuzzification interface, fuzzy rule base, fuzzy inference engine and defuzzification interface. Mamdani and Assilian [15] introduced new technique in fuzzy inference, as the their first approach to control the combination of steam engine and boiler machines by synthesizing a set of linguistic control rules derived from experienced human operators. In addition, the linguistic variable whose values are expressed in statement, word or sentences in the form of conditions in natural language was defined by suitable membership function (MF), which is a curve that determines how each point is mapped in the input space to a membership value between 0 and 1 [22]. However, some people try to find philosophical answer on the fundamental question on why a system based on fuzzy rules work well for a wide range of practical problems. The first attempt to answer this question is quantitatively demonstrated by Wang and Buckley [16-17] where they found out that a particular FLC systems class is universal approximators, which has certain capability of approaching any real continuous
function in a compact set with an arbitrary precision and accuracy. It is characterized by the Gaussian membership functions, fuzzy conjunction and implication product and center area of defuzzification.

The fuzzification interface involves a functions to measure the values of input variables, creating a scale mappings that transfers the range of input values variables to the corresponding universe of discourse and conduct a fuzzification function that transform it into adequate linguistic value to be displayed as a certain fuzzy set. The rule base related to the knowledge for application domain and the concurrent control objective. It consists of a database and a linguistic control rule base, which provides important definition to understand the instruction logic and data manipulation in a FLC, which characterizes the control goals and policy of the domain experts [18]. In other hand, the fuzzy inference engine is the core of a FLC, which has the ability to simulate the mechanism in human decision-making through fuzzy concepts by inferring fuzzy control actions that use fuzzy implication and the of inference rules. Since several linguistic variables are involved in the antecedents and the conclusions of a rule, the fuzzy system is called as the multi-input multi-output type [18].

Mamdani method is most often categorized as a form of approximate reasoning, which has been called as the process that allow possible imprecise conclusion is inferred from inadequate collection premise [23]. This classification and a set of IF-THEN rules can easily make someone believe that this approach can provide the logical implication of a set of rules that are used for its construction, although only approximately. In particular, Some also argued that it might be tempted to believe in this method as the shared truth of the premises ensures the truth of the conclusions [24-26]. In logics that recognized the level of partial truth, it is expected that if the inputs of the system is true up to certain point, then the outputs of the system must also correspond to the same level of certainty. Moreover, the antecedents and the consequents can also be combined propositions that include the logical connection of AND or OR. The interpretation of Mamdani method as motor for inference preservation truth is certainly challenge by the evidence and it is not shared by every academician, but still it is reasonably well-known for to the point it permeates many simulation applications [24].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research method consists of several stages namely literature study, data collection, problem analysis and problem solving. This study has objective to implement Fuzzy Mamdani method to determine the type of disease and pest in tea leaves based on several indicators or symptoms. The type of disease used in this research are limited to Tea Blister Blight (Exobasidium vexans), Leaf Spot (Cylindrocladium ilicicina), Gray Blight (Pestalotia theae), Red Root Rot (Ganoderma pseoduferreum), Black Root Rot (Rosellinia arcuata) and the type of pests namely Tea Mosquito Bug (Helopeltis spp.), Tea Tortrix (Homona coffearia) and Walker (Hyposidra talaca). There are step by step to do problem analysis in this study, which are deciding the fuzzy variable, determining the fuzzy set and domain, fuzzification to develop membership function and counting the value, creating fuzzy rule, conducting inferential system by calculating a-predicate in each rule by MIN implication and using MAX methods for compositional for all rules, lastly defuzzification with centroid methods.

4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

In FLC, input variables used are intervals, so the input in the form of a strict number must be converted into fuzzy numbers as can be seen in the previous Table 1 that specify the weight disease and pest (WDC) and weight indicator (WI). The slight changes in the values is not necessary resulting the differences in the category but only affect the degree of membership. In this case, the category 3 is used for example in creating a set of variable and fuzzy input/output. The value is given to each disease and pest are different but a set of fuzzy to be used based on previous research as the baseline for this research for the purpose of comparison [7]. The rule for membership will be calculated in the Equation 1-4 for respective category C (Gray Blight) in the indicator based on weighting for indicator (C1-C4). The Figure 1 showed the used form in the application to list the data in fuzzy sets on disease and pest of tea leaves in general based on the categorization in the Table 1. After that, the fuzzy sets was created based on its specific diseases and pests, as shown in Figure 2. The Figure 3 showed the used form in the application to analyze disease and pest of tea leaves based on observation by entry the data directly through certain value in every respected indicator based on fuzzy method.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Disease/Pest</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>WDP</th>
<th>Wt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tea Blister Blight / Exobasidium Vexans</td>
<td>Little pale green spots</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Translucent light on young leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In 5-6 days, the spots extends to 0.6-1.3 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The surface of the spots was covered in white</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The surface of the spots protrudes downward</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Leaf Spot / Cylindrocladium illicicola</td>
<td>Attack on the tip of the leaf</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaves apart from the stalk</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The shoots dry out</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brown spots on the leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gray Blight / Pestalotia theae</td>
<td>Gray spots on the leaves with brown edges</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mushrooms spread to shoots</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The shoots dry out</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Twigs broken and yellowing</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Red Root Rot / Ganoderma pseudaferreum</td>
<td>The leaves turn yellow</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The leaves wither</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The leaves fall out</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plants die</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There are red threads in root surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wood on the sick root is soft and draws water when pressed</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Black Root Rot / Rosellinia arcuata</td>
<td>The leaves turn yellow</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The leaves wither</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The leaves fall out</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plants die</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There are black fungi threads in root surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There are black dots on wood of the roots</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tea Mosquito Bug / Helopeltis spp</td>
<td>Attack occur on leaves or shoots</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Black spot on tea leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Branches or buds have concave spots</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Twigs withered and dry</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tea Tortrix / Homona coffearia</td>
<td>There are bite marks on the leaves</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Larvae eat tea leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attacking young leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaves perforated</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaf buds bald</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Walker / Hyposidra talaca</td>
<td>The buds are rolled up</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There are fine threads on the shoots</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There are damages on the part of that is rolled up</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Application Form Interface
\( \mu A_1[x] = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 0 \text{ atau } x \geq 0.4 \\
0.1 - x, & 0 \leq x \leq 0.1 \\
0.4 - x, & 0.1 \leq x \leq 0.4 
\end{cases} \quad (1) \)

\( \mu A_2[x] = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 0.1 \text{ atau } x \geq 0.6 \\
0.1 - x, & 0.1 \leq x \leq 0.4 \\
0.4 - x, & 0.4 \leq x \leq 0.6 
\end{cases} \quad (2) \)

\( \mu A_3[x] = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 0.4 \text{ atau } x \geq 0.8 \\
0.4 - x, & 0.4 \leq x \leq 0.6 \\
0.8 - x, & 0.6 \leq x \leq 0.8 
\end{cases} \quad (3) \)

\( \mu A_4[x] = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 0.6 \\
0.6 - x, & 0.6 \leq x \leq 0.8 \\
1, & x \leq 0.8 
\end{cases} \quad (4) \)
Table 2. Set of Fuzzy Input and Output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set of Data</th>
<th>Input Code</th>
<th>Output Code</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less (L)</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>0-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enough (E)</td>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>40-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good (G)</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Y3</td>
<td>70-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In membership function, it has interval 0 to 1 and for curve x, value of each variable from 0 to 100. Therefore, to determine the point of its membership using the trapezoid curve repression because it can be measured accordingly and precisely in regard to the limits of each domain. On each side, it uses a curve to terminate the variable of a fuzzy zone. In addition, the membership functions for each set are:

a. A Set of Less (L)

\[ \mu_{A1}[x_i] = \begin{cases} 
0, & x_i \leq a \\
\frac{b-x_i}{b-a}, & a \leq x_i \leq b 
\end{cases} \]

(5)

b. A Set of Enough (E)

\[ \mu_{A2}[x] = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(x_i - a)}{(b - a)}, & a \leq x_i \leq b \\
1, & b \leq x_i \leq c \\
\frac{(d - x_i)}{(d - c)}, & c \leq x_i \leq d 
\end{cases} \]

(6)

c. A Set of Good (G)

\[ \mu_{A3}[x] = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(x_i - c)}{(d - c)}, & c \leq x_i \leq d \\
1, & x_i \geq d 
\end{cases} \]

(7)

Where:
- \( a \) = Minimum value of less
- \( b \) = Maximal value of less
- \( c \) = Minimum value of enough
- \( d \) = Maximal value of enough

Once the variables and set are formed, the application of the implication function is performed. For example, there is a case on Gray Blight as follows, the extent to which the tea leaves are insulated by the disease and pest of Pestalotia theae if the value is matched. A crucial consequence of the MAX aggregation method is that IF-THEN rules in a Mamdani system have effects on the final output of the system that cannot be analyzed independently of other IF-THEN rules that may be fired simultaneously in the system [24], [26], [35-37].

Table 3. A Set of Tea Disease and Pest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Gray spots on the leaves with brown edges</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Mushrooms spread to shoots</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>The shoots dry out</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Twigs broken and yellowing</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rule derived from the data value of end-diseased disease is

1. If C1 is enough, C2 is good, C3 is good, and c is good, then predicate value (PV) is attacked
2. If C1 is good, C2 is good, C3 is good, and C4 is good, then PV is attacked

After getting the rule then look for membership value and implication value:

A. If C1 is Enough C2 Good, C3 Good, and C4 Good, Then PV Against. After the membership value is obtained, then look for the implication value (MIN). and the MIN value of this rule:

\[ \alpha_{\text{predicate 1}} = \mu_{C} \cap \mu_{B} \cap \mu_{B} \cap \mu_{B} = \min (0.4,1,1,1) = 0.4 \]

B. If C1 Good C2 Good, C3 Good, and C4 Good, Then PV Against. After the membership value is obtained, then look for the implication value (MIN). and the MIN value of this rule:

\[ \alpha_{\text{predicate 1}} = \mu_{C} \cap \mu_{B} \cap \mu_{B} \cap \mu_{B} = \min (0.6,1,1,1) = 0.6 \]
After the implication value is obtained, the next step is the composition of the rule that takes the MAX value of the implication value that exists:

\[
\text{(a1 - 70) / (75 - 70) = 0.6} \Rightarrow a1 = 73
\]

(8)

\[
\text{(a2 - 70) / (75 - 70) = 0} \Rightarrow a2 = 70
\]

(9)

Having obtained the value of a1 and a2 then the membership function can be formed based on the decomposition result as follows:

\[
\mu[x] = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 70 \\
(70 - x)/(75 - 70), & 70 \leq x \leq 73 \\
0.6, & x \geq 73\
\end{cases}
\]

(10)

The analysis result can help decision making in determining the current status of tea leaves for further action. The last process is using centroid method for defuzzification, which indicated 86% of category C (Gray Blight) with the following result:

\[
X^* = \frac{M1 + M2 + M3}{A1 + A2 + A3} \\
X^* = \frac{\int_70^73 (70-x) \, dx}{\int_70^{73} (75-70) \, dx} \int_70^{100} 0.6 \, dx \\
X^* = 0 + (-64.8) + 1530 \\
X^* = 0 + (0.9) + (16.2) \\
X^* = \frac{17.1}{1465.2} \\
X^* = 86.212
\]
The Figure 5 showed the final result in the analysis process for tea leaves based on Fuzzy Mamdani Inference, which is implemented in the application to help farmers diagnose the type of disease and pest, which attacked the tea leaves. In large scale, after the trial and error test, it is expected the application can be used for decision making process to further reduce the burden in gardening management. On the other hand, the efficiency also become the primary objective to select specific application to be used. The comparison with previous method also has been calculated that showed 78%, lower efficiency compare to fuzzy methods as follows:

\[
P(C|C_1) = \frac{P(C_1|C) \ast P(C_1)}{P(C_1)} = \frac{0.1 \ast 0.8}{0.1} = 1
\]

\[
P(C|C_2) = \frac{P(C_2|C) \ast P(C_2)}{P(C_2)} = \frac{0.4 \ast 0.8}{0.4} = 1
\]

\[
P(C|C_3) = \frac{P(C_3|C) \ast P(C_3)}{P(C_3)} = \frac{0.6 \ast 0.8}{0.6} = 1
\]

\[
P(C|C_4) = \frac{P(C_4|C) \ast P(C_4)}{P(C_4)} = \frac{0.8 \ast 0.8}{0.8} = 1
\]

Probability Total = \( P(C|C_1) + P(C|C_2) + P(C|C_3) + P(C|C_4) = 4 \)

\((NP|C_1) / \text{Probability Total} = 73 / 4 = 18.25 \)

\((NP|C_2) / \text{Probability Total} = 83 / 4 = 20.75 \)

\((NP|C_3) / \text{Probability Total} = 80 / 4 = 20 \)

\((NP|C_4) / \text{Probability Total} = 76 / 4 = 19 \)

Total Attacked Count = 18.25 + 20.75 + 20 + 19 = 78%

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, this study uses the Mamdani fuzzy inference method within the 6 (six) phases namely the determination of the fuzzy variables, fuzzy sets and fuzzy domains, adjustment for fuzzification, the formation of fuzzy rule in the form of IF-THEN, inference using Mamdani method that is min implication function (minimum) and max rule composition (maximum) and lastly, defuzzification. In addition, working with different implications and at the same time, the possibility of combining the result given by the implications of these, therefore, offer a solid basis for a more accurate results of computational application system to be developed. Moreover, it can be improved by adding new implications, by using more fuzzy matching techniques or by other aggregate operators to obtain an overall crisp action from those provided, separately through every implication. One of the concern of our future study is to expand this system by include uncertainty about the series of fuzzy membership function associated with the linguistic terms. It also want to compare the efficiency of this method with others in similar object or target to grasp more understandable of its strengths and weaknesses.
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